
A highly scalable Data Enrichment Platform that adds intelligence 
to file content regardless of its source; providing corporations with 
digital curation, collaboration and management functionality - all 

protected with next generation file access controls 



 

A L C H E M I  

A secondary process that gleans 
metadata and textual content from 
within files with support for over 
1100 different file types.  The 
extracted information is added to 
the file index. 

Adding context to content through 
a centrally controlled tagging 
process (automated & manual) 
that incorporates an artificial 
intelligence engine through a 
customizable taxonomy. 

The ALCHEMI Data Enrichment Platform enables you to easily identify content across the enterprise, 

creating a unified index that intelligently adds value to the original files.  This process operates 

continuously and seamlessly within the ALCHEMI environment as files are added, modified or deleted. 

Automated process of collecting 
file metadata regardless of 
location (local, network, cloud) and 
maintaining an active, up-to-date 
map post any change event (add, 
modify, delete)  

Discovery Enhancement Extraction 
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Download Control Share Duration 
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Collection Access 
Limit  number of f ile  

views (1 –  unl imited)  

L imit  number of f ile  

downloads (0 –  unl imited) 

L imit  t ime of day a f i le is  

access ible  

Controls how long an 

indiv idual has access to a 
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Controls how long a f ile  is 

avai lable in  a SecureShare  

Controls i f  an inv idual 

can reshare a f i le    

L imits f i le access to 

specif ic geo locat ions  

Requires individual to be 

logged into specif ic 

network(s) to view fi les  

Next generation access controls, which embrace the way users operate and the platforms they operate on  

GEN
3
 ACCESS CONTROLS 



 

 

FortresStore ™  
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Archive Standard Enterprise*  Insight Engine Standard Enterprise*  SecureShare Standard Enterprise* 

Base ✓   Base ✓   Base ✓  
Dedupe  ✓  Source 

Management 
 ✓  Premium  ✓ 

Desktop ✓   Data Retention  ✓  Geospacial Maps  ✓ 
    Data Distribution  ✓     

 

COLLECTIONS 
Collections are how Digital Curation is implemented in ALCHEMI.  A Collection 

is a virtual set of files organized under a single specialized tag, which behaves 

similar to a network file share - leveraging web 2.0 services to provide users 

with access to content from anywhere on any device 

Content Anywhere Architecture - The files in a collection can be sourced 

from anywhere on system including the cloud. ALCHEMI’s unique 

capability doesn’t require the files to first be migrated into the system 

(Data-In-Place) in order to realize the benefits of a collection.  

Multilayer Access Control - You can create up to 5 levels of user access 

for a collection based on ALCHEMI’s GEN
3
 Access Controls, which are 

easily managed by the Curator(s) of the Collection. Individual files with 

higher priority rules will override the general access rules of the Collection.  

This unique capability allows a broad set of individuals to collaborate on a 

Collection containing mixed content of varying security requirements while 

isolating visibility and access to specific files within the Collection.  

Collaboration - Intuitive and effective version management along with an 

integrated chat board enables each Collection to provide a collaboration 

solution, which can operate within a corporation and in concert with 

individuals or entities outside the business. 

SECURESHARES 
SecureShares are a user-defined sharing environment with all the capability of 
cloud-based file sharing solutions but without the inherent data security 
issues.  Users can create group(s) of people to share content with and simply 
drag & drop files into the group - It’s that simple!  

Access option providing 

visibility for anyone viewing 

public designated 

collections    

 

 
Business layer management 

of collections for access and 

content  

 
File versions are tracked and 

managed as records 

maintaining history and 

providence of each version 

 
Interactive chat with social 

media cues for notification 

and focused file 

collaboration 

Intuitive app for end user access, search and collaboration of files within Collections 

MOBILE APPLICATION ( iOS & Android)  

Simple swipe 

left mechanism 

for users to 

access features 

of collections 

Push 

notifications for 

alerts and 

status updates 

Single select 

for locking files 

and navigating 

to file versions 

Easy selection 

of access level 

for individual 

users 

ALCHEMI is the worlds first digital curation solution that enables the secure selection, management and 

preservation of digital assets = while creating, maintaining and adding value to digital collections for current 

access and future use. 

Users must be invited in 

order to view any private 

designated collections    
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Archive Standard Enterprise*  Insight Engine Standard Enterprise*  SecureShare Standard Enterprise* 

Base ✓   Base ✓   Base ✓  
Dedupe  ✓  Source 

Management 
 ✓  Premium  ✓ 

Desktop ✓   Data Retention  ✓  Geospacial Maps  ✓ 
    Data Distribution  ✓     

 

Users can search for specific files using the 

intuitive query interface available on the ALCHEMI 

desktop app.   

Criteria can include the tags associated with 

content, terms created through the custom 

taxonomy or any keyword or phrase the user 

wishes to use.   

Results are ranked from the most likely match to 

the least and users can select on any outcome to 

see the matching terms in order to better define 

their query criteria. 

ALCHEMI is able to extract numerical information 

from semi-structured files such as spreadsheets or 

log files, storing that information in the 

Elasticsearch index.  Built-in tools allow users to 

create custom reports and dashboards against 

those datasets. 

Since ALCHEMI is continually identifying new or 

modified files from across the enterprise, these 

dashboards are able to show near real-time 

information regardless of where the originating 

source of information is located. 

Data results are able to trigger different events and 

actions from the ALCHEMI system.  From basic 

notifications to file isolation - any number of 

ALCHEMI workflows can be initiated.    

Corporations are able to leverage their own 

information to affect how their content is accessed, 

shared, managed, protected and stored.  This is a 

paradigm shift that sees businesses managing 

content based on its value and purpose and away 

from the system or network brute force approach 

of the past. 
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DISTRIBUTION 

Files can be copied out to various file storage systems (network, local or cloud) through 

single action or automatic processes which run on a user created schedule.  There is no 

limit to how many targets or copies of files being distributed.  ALCHEMI has built in target 

drivers for the cloud, S3 compatible object storage systems, CIFS/NFS compatible file 

systems or basic block storage using ALCHEMI’s built in Hadoop Distributed File System 

(HDFS). 

ARCHIVE 

In addition to making and maintaining access to file copies, ALCHEMI can manage each 

copy for data retention purposes.  Users can select different retention periods by target 

and therefore can implement a lifecycle process for their data that is simple, intuitive and 

purposeful.  ALCHEMI calculates and stores the unique hash code for each file and will 

only store a single instance of any file in the archive.  This will provide significant storage 

savings for customers, as duplicate files are a constant issue for any company.   

CLOUD ON-RAMP 

ALCHEMI can be used as a gateway to the cloud for corporations to either migrate 

existing files or start using the cloud for file storage.  Users benefit through the use of the 

ALCHEMI standard file browser, which is both familiar and intuitive providing them a 

seamless interaction with files regardless of where the physical file is stored. 

PROTECTION 
ALCHEMI can store multiple copies to a variety of storage targets (cloud, object, file, 

HDFS) and maintain system access to those copies.  Therefore any user or data workflow 

process that requests a file will be served from one of these protected copies. Without this 

feature, ALCHEMI will need to go back to the originating source of the file in order to fulfill 

the request.  If that file is no longer present or the system its stored on is offline, the 

request will fail, so a Protected copy will guarantee future access to content regardless of 

the status of the source system or file. 

SOURCE MANAGEMENT 

In some cases a business might want to remove files from the source system.  Perhaps 

they’ve used ALCHEMI to discover documents with Personal Identified Information (PII) 

and don’t want any of those files stored on user systems, or they simply want to remove 

content that hasn’t been accessed for an extended period of time but is taking up 

precious, expensive storage.  The Source Management capability of ALCHEMI allows 

businesses to target and remove this content.   
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Data is not created equal and therefore corporations shouldn’t be relegated to managing it as if it were.  

ALCHEMI provides surgical precision of file management that enables corporations to implement data 

strategies based on the content itself – its use, its purpose, its value.  All of the ALCHEMI data 

management processes are executed using the intelligent tags created during the Discovery, Enhance 

and Extraction process providing precision of action at the level the customer desires.   


